2020 OPERATION CHRISTMAS CHILD DVD

**About Operation Christmas Child/Overview**

Operation Christmas Child Overview 2020, **Full (7:54), Short (3:38), and Promotional (1:02)**

A fresh look at how Samaritan's Purse brings gift-filled shoeboxes and the Gospel of Jesus Christ to children around the world while also inviting them to participate in our follow-up discipleship program, The Greatest Journey. Available for your church or group in three different lengths.

Operation Christmas Child in 90 Seconds: For Church Promotions **(1:30)**

A quick glimpse at why church leaders and other influencers are excited about how Samaritan's Purse is bringing Good News and great joy to boys and girls globally.

The Global Impact of Operation Christmas Child **(3:03)**

A video about the scope of Operation Christmas Child featuring local and international volunteers who facilitate the work in more than 100 countries.

Taking the Gospel to the Unreached **(3:13)**

Samaritan's Purse leaders and partners highlight how shoebox gifts are being used to bring the Gospel of Jesus Christ to those who have never heard it before.

What Is The Greatest Journey? **(1:54)**

A look at the follow-up discipleship course designed to teach shoebox recipients about God's love and how to share it with others.

Project Leader 101 **(6:18)**

Your guide on how to lead the collection of Operation Christmas Child shoebox gifts for a church or group.

Project Leader 201 **(13:23)**

A more in-depth look at tips and frequently asked questions as you lead the collection of Operation Christmas Child shoebox gifts for your church or group.

The Journey of a Shoebox: From Packing and Processing to Evangelism, Discipleship, and Multiplication **(2:19)**

A purely visual and instrumental look at how a shoebox gift travels from the packer to the hands of a child in need overseas.

More Than a Shoebox **(2:58)**

Students share how packing a shoebox results in evangelism, discipleship, and the multiplication of churches around the globe.

**How to Pack a Shoebox**

How to Pack a Shoebox - Full **(2:56)**

All you need to know about packing an Operation Christmas Child shoebox for a boy or girl in need.

What Can and Cannot Be Packed? **(2:31)**

A quick rundown of what belongs in a shoebox gift.

Fueling the Journey (Why $9?) **(1:08)**

An animated look at how the $9 donation per shoebox gift covers the cost of collecting, processing, shipping, and delivering the boxes to children in need.

To download these videos and more, visit [samaritanspurse.org/occ-videos](samaritanspurse.org/occ-videos)
**Shoebox Stories**

**Shoeboxes Bring Joy in Botswana (1:41)**
A young girl gives thanks to God for the day she received a shoebox full of gifts and heard about Jesus’ love for her at an Operation Christmas Child outreach event.

**Boun Thorne’s Story: Gifts from God (7:33)**
A girl who was abused as a child in Cambodia realizes that God loves her when she receives a gift-filled Operation Christmas Child shoebox.

**Veronica’s Story: Every Box Matters (5:17)**
Through an Operation Christmas Child shoebox gift, a girl who lived in an orphanage in Mexico comes to know how much God loves her. Today, she packs shoeboxes to send to kids in need.

**Andres’ Story: God’s Love in a Shoebox (3:30)**
A boy who received a shoebox gift in Ecuador now serves as the senior pastor of a church and works to distribute shoebox gifts to children in need throughout South America.

**A Gift Multiplies (2:45)**
The heart of an 11-year-old in Botswana opened to God when she received a shoebox gift. She went on to participate in The Greatest Journey and now actively shares Bible verses with her friends.

**A Miracle in Mexico (4:08)**
Jose Benitez, a pastor in Mexico, used Operation Christmas Child and The Greatest Journey discipleship program to help start a church among the unreached Nahuatl people.

**Reaping a Harvest in Botswana (3:37)**
Through gift-filled shoeboxes and The Greatest Journey, the village of Serinane is experiencing the gift of a new church.

**Great for Kids**

**The Journey of a Shoebox, Animated (1:27)**
A playful look at how a shoebox travels from a caring packer to a child in need overseas.

**Empowering Kids to Make a Difference (1:50)**
How Trinity Christian Academy in Addison, Texas, is empowering fourth grade students to collect 1,000 Operation Christmas Child shoebox gifts.

**Bryce’s Story: Shoebox Starts Transformation (1:45)**
God used an Operation Christmas Child gift-filled shoebox to inspire a 4-year-old in the Philippines to share Christ with his family.

**Shoebox Packing Multiplies (3:11)**
A look at how kids who live hours apart compete to see who can pack the most Operation Christmas Child shoeboxes.

TO DOWNLOAD THESE VIDEOS AND MORE, VISIT [samaritanspurse.org/occ-videos](http://samaritanspurse.org/occ-videos)